Safezone Protect ltd
P.O BOX 24964-00100, NAIROBI
Tel: 0705-177-981
Mobile: 0780663615
Email: info@Safezoneprotect.com

Att:
Nairobi
INTRODUCTION
SPL is a Security company whose main objective is to provide unparalleled security solutions and
services to her clients throughout the region with headquarters based in Nairobi.
Safezone offers a full spectrum of security services ranging from guarding services, Security RISK
management Solutions, electronic security and surveillance equipment.
Similarly, substantial investments in technical resources and training have been contributed in the
company standing as a market leader in the field of electronics security.
Our team on technical/Security expert is at client disposal 24 hrs a day, 365 days a year.
SPL Security is affiliated to Inovet Systems Ltd a technical company that is specialized in electronic
security systems and human safety devices in Kenya and East African Region. This includes the
supply and installation of various products through CCTV- video Surveillance, Access control
systems, Fire Detection systems, Intrusion detection systems, time and Attendance biometric
systems installations.

Kind regards
For
SPL Security
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COMPANY PROFILE
Safezone Protect Ltd is registered under the Companies Act Cap 486 of Laws of Kenya and
incorporated as a Private Ltd Liability Company which is currently operating mainly within Nairobi
and other Kenyan regions such as Nakuru, Kisumu, Eldoret, Kitale, Kakamega, Kericho, Mombasa
and Malindi but have the capability and plan to project quality security solutions all over Kenya and
beyond.
We specialize in provision of integrated risk solutions, events management and logistical support
around a dedicated project manager.

MISSION STATEMENT
To be the best Events and most sought after integrated security solutions provider in East Africa
and beyond exceeding all our clients and shareholders expectations in secure solutions in
businesses and a broad range of services to both private and government sectors

VISION
To be among the first choice of professional integrated security services and solutions to our
esteemed customers in Kenya and within the region
Key Areas of operation
Safezone Protect operates primarily in urban residential and commercial areas where we provide
quality security management to individual’s corporate, government and humanitarian
organizations.
In a people you have to have confidence in the people you do business with and in this area
Safezone Protect excels, by providing trusted professionals with the capability to provide in- depth
knowledge about their area and the capacity and credibility to deliver first class integrated
solutions.
Our Core values
Being the better link with your security, we listen and understand what the customers need, we
then research, develop and deliver solutions that meet those needs.
We insist on approaching our work from position of knowledge. Our products and services are
vigorously tested, monitored procedurally and backed up exhaustively. We ensure that any work
we undertake is fully resourced and supported in order to provide nothing but the best service
possible. We insist that our security officers have the knowledge to stand by their convictions and
have the experience to do the right thing.
In environments where corruption and manipulation of people and standards is rife, Safezone
Protect maintains a dignified approach, providing nothing but the best practices and setting
standards for others to follow. The company will never take on unethical work and constantly
strives to ensure that employees receive the remuneration and rewards that they deserve.

INSURANCE
Whilst it is expected that each client will make effort to properly insure himself against loss, we
provide an indemnity of up to 2,000,000/= per event for any loss suffered by our clients where
such loss has been shown to have occurred following negligence on the part of personnel whilst
acting in the course of their duty. However, the compensation is done immediately upon completion
of investigation by both our company investigators and other legal investigative body that might be
brought forth by the client. Our comprehensive investigation usually takes shortest time possible.
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Field Operations

Welfare

VALUE FOR MONEY/ RETURN ON INVESTIMENT
Safezone Protect has ventured into integration of man-guarding and electronic security systems
which monitors activities and personnel movements within the assignment during both day and
night shifts. This monitoring range from guard’s signing in and signing out time, emergencies and
other urgent security needs.
All these are monitored LIVE at Safezone Control Centre and become a vital advantage to our
clients at no cost but at Safezones’ cost. This art greatly helps Safezone to act swiftly on
emergencies and any eventualities arising at the client’s premises. In addition, we also have
electronic mechanisms that a client can hire for prompt and efficient performance as per the SOP
stipulations e.g.
 Bio-Metric Guard Patrol System – On Request
Safezone Protect uses the Bio-Metric Guard Patrol System to guarantee that client‘s premises are
receiving the contracted number of patrols, and that all specified areas of a premise are patrolled.
Bio-Metric guard Patrol System “buttons” are strategically placed around a client‘s property, in
consultation with the client. When carrying a patrol, the guard “presses “the button and the button
electronically record each touch. This information is later downloaded and a Bio-Metric Guard
Patrol report is provided to the client at specified intervals .The Bio-Metric Guard Patrol System is
considered state of the art within the security industry. Bio-Metric Guard Patrol report cannot be
falsified and the system cannot be cheated.
Local Security doyen
Primarily a ground operator, Safezone Protect has experienced at first hand the ground truth and
developed the necessary systems, procedures and resources to serve our clients from a point of
experienced acknowledge.
Other Operational Services
We specialize in the provision of integrated risk solutions tailored to suit our client’s needs to risk
and budget. Our goal is to provide comprehensive and intelligent security that enables you to
mitigate risk and protect your employees and property at all times. Our security specialists will
work closely with you to develop the systems and procedures to achieve that goal. Where
necessary, we will act on a primary contractor basis and co-ordinate, lead and manage provision of
security services. If the best expertise cannot be found within, Safezone Protect own internal
resources, we will source the best from elsewhere and provide under, Safezone Protect umbrella.
We provide bespoke and off the shelf solutions to client problems.
Sector of service
Safezone Protect has a wide and varied capacity to handle client base encompassing multinational
corporations, governments NGOs, private corporations and individuals. We apply a holistic
approach to security in common principles, factors and measures are applied to diverse industries.
We also believe that our people need to develop a deep understanding of systems and processes in
each industry.
Our primary role is to reduce our client’s exposure to loss in order that they can improve upon their
profitability. To that end, our greatest measure of success is when the client is free to concentrate
on his core activities while we partner them in their loss reduction objectives.
Radio Network
Safezone Protect officers are equipped with Motorola GTX handheld two – way radios. This state
of the art Radio permits conversation through the Smart Net Trucking System as well conventional
repeater operation, thus giving very reliable operation over the entire base operations area.
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Security Operation’s










Manned guarding
Alarms systems and Response
Security investigations management.
Vetting of employees /personnel
Dog services
Events security management
Events trained security officers
Property Management
Executive Protection

Guard service

We have built our reputation for manned guarding on the tenets of rigorous selection, profession
training and layers of supervision both physical and electronic. We have developed what we believe
to be nothing but the best training program in the industry. It covers modules such as search
procedures, first Aid, patrolling, observation and dealing with the public.
A properly selected, well trained security officer is nothing without supervision and we go to great
lengths to provide nothing but the best. Supervisors, field officers and management visit guards in
turns to ensure that the supervisor is supervised as he supervises the guards.
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Vetting
We ensure that security officer is fully vetted including developed source vetting. All guards are
thoroughly vetted by our staff prior to and during training. The internal vetting procedures include
thorough examination of all employees past employment history which include where situations
merit it, interviews the past employers. External vetting procedures include but not confined to
authentication of documents presented as well as confirmation of certificates of good conduct from
the criminal investigation department.
Supervision
Supervision and monitoring of the security officer’s performance is the area in which SAFEZONE
PROTECT LTD puts the most effort .In addition to welfare visits by the supervisors and
management, we employ many technological measures of performance and we harness them to a
strong code of conduct. Depending on the code of conduct, we treat, train, transfer or terminate but
we never tolerate breaches of our code.
Reward System
Our people are rewarded for good work and we firmly believe that excellent compensation rates
form an integral part in the factors needed to motivate personnel in the security industry. We want
our team members to be paid a wage superior to others in the geographical area of operation as
this leads to improved motivation and consequently increase the level of security offered.
Consequently, we will never knowingly underpay our people.
We also pay special attention to the other factors which motivate our people. For example, the
uniform and his pride in wearing it, the attention and recognition of management, the on- going
training, the quality of his equipment , variation in working routine, how problems are resolved, the
length of leave and rest periods.

TRAINING

We believe in people working together and continuously improving. It is only through detailed
research and training that, Safezone Protect can maintain its edge and motivation. All of our
personnel undergo induction training, basic training as well as assignment specific training and we
encourage and support vocational training especially where it benefits us. We incorporate regular
refresher training and include remedial training as a central tenet in our disciplinary system.
Training records are meticulously maintained and available to our clients for inspection.
The required capacity to train our personnel throughout the year also allows, Safezone Protect the
scope to assist clients with their training needs. We can provide bespoke courses to a wide range of
security related functions from managers down to private guards. We train and practice personnel
on the use of security systems and procedures. Providing employees with the specialist capabilities
and skills they require.
Refresher Training
Refreshing training is an important part of our desire to provide continuous improvement.
Refresher training will take 2forms: training that happens concurrently while a person is on duty
and periods set- aside for formal re-certification training
THEORY
 Customer care
 Paramilitary
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 Hospitality
Concurrent Training
We will provide concurrent training during an assignment. Security officers will be given quick 5 or
10 minute questions and answer periods to remind and revise common procedures and likely
incidents. Security officers will be required to answer specific questions. We also provide security
officers with regular written information or recent case studies, attacks and recent developments
around the world on terrorist and criminal activities. We provide reading material to security
officers to enhance their knowledge on different security subjects.
Re- Certification Training
A guard will be taken from the line of two day (16 hour) re- certification training at least once in
every 12 month period. Whilst variety is an important ingredient in training, we also consider
constant practice of basic drills to be a central tenet the day- to- day operations.
Uniforms shall be inspected during parades to ensure that required maintenance is being
performed so that excellent standard of appearance are presented at all times. All replacement
uniforms shall be maintained in strictly compliance with contractual requirements. We currently
maintain a stock of uniforms and equipment items with the result that unserviceable items can be
replaced at short notice.
At all times, during duty hours, complete uniforms shall be worn and presented during parades and
during visits to ensure that all security officers are wearing clean and complete uniforms.
Inspection of uniforms during parades shall also include a routine examination of grooming
standards. Security officers shall be inspected during each parade for the following.
 Each shirt shall bear an approved patch
 Trousers must fit properly.
 The sweater is to be worn only in accordance with its designated use
 No lettering design or design undergarment shall be visible.
 Only official Safezone Protect issued badges shall be worn.
 Security officers shall be clean and neatly groomed
 Hair must be a natural hair color, clean, neatly groomed and shall not fall over the eyes or
exceed the top of the collar.
 Modified hair styles are accepted if they allow for proper wearing of headgear.
 No decorations shall be worn in the hair.
 Items used to hold the hair in place shall be concealed as much as possible and be a color
and style that bend within the hair.
 The face shall be kept clean shaven.
OPERATION
We are majorly in Nairobi and now growing in parts of Western region mainly in Nakuru, Kisumu,
Eldoret, Kakamega, Migori, Kitale, Malaba, Trans-nzoia, Bungoma and Kisii. We are projecting our
operational network towards Eastern, North Eastern, Central and Coast where we intend also to
established management and response (MRT) facilities.
As a default, all guards will work throughout the month in a daily 12 hour shift. Replacement of
guards and guardettes is done whenever the regular ones are either off duty or on annual leave.
Operational Team
Any new guard placed at client’s premises shall have been introduced formally prior to induction.
All guards are suitably uniformed and provided with the appropriate tools of trade and are
supervised by mobile supervision team a minimum of twice by day and twice by night. Our
operational network is evenly spread within the regions under our sphere of operation to ensure
that each clients’ specific needs are timely attended to by the respective assigned office bearers. We
have mapped our regions due to both their geographical locations and distance between town
offices and the regional office. We have five regions in operation as shown below:
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MANAGEMENT/NO BARRIERS BETWEEN CLIENT AND SERVICE PROVIDERS
There exists a strong management team behind the overall operation whose job is to provide the
interface between our staff on the ground and client’s management team. Generally, our
management will meet the client on a monthly basis to discuss performance and provide solutions
or adjustments as are mutually agreed. This team is always accessible and reachable either
physically or through Telephone contacts. Safezone Protect decided to break this barrier so as to
enable mutual relationship and more so to curb the lapses that occurs due to such barriers in a
client- customer relationship.
There will be daily and weekly visits by the field operation teams to ensure proper monitoring of
the guards is being carried out and to rectify any minor operational lapse.
Guard Force communications
The lesson mainly covers the use of radio communication systems, special brevity codes, radio
discipline and the phonetic alphabet. It also includes the use of telephone and other communication
equipment.
General Orders and post Orders
In this lesson, the attention is paid to the guard orders as issued by the client, conduct and
disciplinary procedures for violating orders are taught. All specific guard orders are also taught. It
is important that all levels of the guard force are aware of each other’s duty. This creates a better
understanding of the work requirements and general requirements and gives all employees on the
contract an overview.
Maintenance of Post logs and preparation of incident reports
The lesson goes hand in hand with basic guard duties and patrol procedures. Guard force
administration forms part of the lesson.
The use of logbooks, Visitor’s books, incident reports and occurrence books are taught. The
preparation of maintenance reports is also included in the lesson.
Unarmed defence and restraint of disorderly persons-Baton training.
For this lesson, a qualified Tonfa Baton instructor is used. Since the Tonfa Baton is the only form of
Protection a guard has, special attention is paid to this training. Training goes hand in hand with
general post orders, which prescribe the use of force. Different levels of force versus threat are
taught. Pressure point control techniques and the use of handcuffs are also included.
Access equipment use and procedures
The largest part of this lesson is practical use of access control equipment and procedures. The use
of metal detectors, X- ray equipment, itemizer and vapour trader equipment and vehicle screening
mirrors are taught. Special vehicle screening instructions for example physically checking the
vehicle after using a screening mirror is included. The issuing and control badge system is also
taught. The proper screening of persons with a hand held metal detectors is also taught. The use of
sample traps on different surfaces to test for explosive devices form part of these lessons. Proper
care and maintenance requirements of this special equipment are also included.
Observation techniques
Observation techniques form a very important part of the training schedule. The security officer is
the eyes and ears of the security plan and proper observation of his surroundings and work place is
very important. In this lesson plan, attention is given to the personnel observation, vehicle
observation and area observation. Practical exercises form part of this lesson plan. Observation
techniques form an integral part of the static surveillance techniques which are addressed in
separate lesson plan.
Static Surveillance Detection Techniques
Provide an indication on shortcomings and special attention will be given to this. Training will also
be provided as an additional module as part of annual re-certification training. Important principles
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like incident handling and static surveillance have permanent slots in the refresher training. The
course is made up of the following modules
Supervision visits will be random and during the visits the supervisor will:
 Verify if the post is manned
 Verify the guard is alert and performing his/her duties as specified in the orders
 Verify the guard is in the correct uniform
 Verify the correct operation of the radio where supplied.
 The flashlight.
 Any gates or physical barrier
 Verify that the exterior lights are functioning properly (during night visits)
 Verify that those gates and doors supposed to be locked are in fact secure.
 Ensure that the guard has completed the post log with the correct entries.
 Ensure that the supervisor records his time of the visit and any noteworthy points
 Test the guard’s knowledge about post orders instructions etc.
Inspection Concept
Our inspection concept is based on the need to be proactive thus eliminating the possibility of
deteriorating standards. We will ensure that inspections are carried out routinely regardless of
whether there is need .However, no detailed survives reality completely intact and we will put in
place mechanisms to spot the problem developing then using a “branches and sequels” philosophy
we will analyze where the problem is leading. By understanding where it is leading, we can then
put in counters which will prevent the problem manifesting or developing fully.
Informal Inspections
Formal inspections will be underpinned by informal spot checks. Wherever possible, these will be
intelligence driven i.e. response to a concern about an area or doubtful guard. Thus it is conceivable
that one guard may get several visits in one shift, whilst another may not get the spot checks.
Informal inspection includes the evaluation of duties performed by not observing from a distance.
The guard supervisor and the senior controller will randomly select posts and visits at unscheduled
times. If there is a deficiency, corrective action will be taken. Spot checks are also carried out by
senior managers especially at night
Kitting
Our trained guards/guardettes are kitted depending on the nature and environment of the
contracted assignment, assignment can either be under Cooperate or under industrial.
a) Cooperate contracted assignments:
This includes Banking industry, Hotel industry, Tourism industry e.t.c , these areas call for
an image portraying security personnel who also shows the out-word reputability of the
cooperate firm. As opposed to industrial sector, most of these assignments are dust free and
no vigorous manual activities takes place at these areas.
The uniform supplied to our security personnel under this type of assignment are usually
a) Cooperates contracted assignments:
 Navy Blue long trouser
 Sky-blue long sleeved shirt
 Navy Blue long sleeved pullover
 Navy Blue Jacket
 Black leather belt
 Black Gideon boots or officers shoes
 Yellow lanyard
 Metallic whistles
 Plastic/Wooden button
 Black loop /button holder
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 Torches for Night guards
 Black-slivery ties
b) Industrial contracted assignments:
They include plant industries, manufacturing industries transport industries e.t.c.
These areas call for an image portraying security personnel who also shows the out-word
reputability of the Industrial firm. As opposed to Cooperate sector, most of these
assignments are dustful and most of the activities that take place at these areas are vigorous
manual activities. Due to these, the following uniforms are supplied to all our security
guards manning our contracted Industrial assignments;
 Navy Blue long trouser
 Sky-blue long sleeved shirt
 Navy Blue long sleeved pullover
 Navy Blue Jacket
 Black leather belt
 Black Gideon boots or officer’s
 Yellow lanyard
 Metallic whistles
 Plastic/Wooden button
 Black loop /button holder
 Torches for Night guards
We understand the need for maintenance and replacement program for all uniform and equipment.
We also understand that the provision of quality uniform has a significant impact on the morale of
the guard force. Safezone Protect supplies all uniforms assigned to the security guards under this
contract .Any uniforms or uniform items that become unserviceable shall be replaced at the
expense of the company. Notwithstanding this statement new uniforms will be issued regularly. We
note the requirement to ensure all personnel look clean, neat and tidy at all times. We ensure that
all the guards and guardettes
at any given assignment are not just manning premises but very much resourceful to our clients.
The set below is a list of items provided to our guards and guardettes during kitting;
Recruitment Criteria
All Safezone Protect officers meet the criteria below;
 Aged between 25 and 45 years old.
 Capable of reading and understanding printed instructions, maps or
orders.
 Physically feet and in good health
 Good binocular vision
 Able to hear normal conversation
 None drug users or dependent on alcohol
 In possession of current certificate of good conduct
 Passed background investigation
 Have a valid latest local administrative acknowledgment letter.
 Have attained a minimum mean grade of C (Plain) at O-Level
English and Kiswahili Proficiency
All guards are able to communicate both in English and Kiswahili
This should be both in written and spoken versions
 The interview shall be conducted to gauge the suitability of the candidate for success as
a security officer/guard.
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 The results of the interview shall be recorded on an interview form .Each of the three
members of the panel shall record the results and his personal assessment of whether
the candidate should be approved.
 All the three members of the panel must give approval for the candidate to be
successful
 If the candidate is successful, the three guard interview forms shall be placed in
temporary personnel file and all files shall be forwarded to the executive director for
approval.
Fires and Explosions:
Special attention is paid to elements of fire, types and classes of fire, methods of fighting fire, types
of fire extinguishers, fire drill procedures, and explosions with examples of explosions. A guest
speaker from the fire department is normally asked to attend the sessions.
Physical security measures
In this lesson, attention is given to the use of control systems, alarms and special equipment which
are used on daily basis.
Basic guard duties and patrol procedures
Attention is given to the basic duties of a guard in the Protection of premises. Patrols and the main
objects of patrol are taught. Access control procedures are taught with emphasis on identification
procedures Guard force administration forms part of this lesson. Purpose and use of occurrence
books and report writing forms part of this lesson.
Security officers are taught how to write proper reports and keep a daily accurate record of their
duties. Proper handling and taking over of duties and the inspection.
In this lesson, special attention is paid to the role of uniformed guard force in surveillance
detection. Static security officers are on post most of time and are more likely to identify hostile
surveillance than anyone else. Security officers are taught what the term means, how to identify
indicators of hostile surveillance, how to react, what the red zone means. Static surveillance
techniques serve as an early warning system and are very important in principle of prevention
rather than cure.
Dealing with employees and general public
Security officers are taught basic public relation s skills, negative and positive behaviour, the do’s
and don’ts of behaviour and body language. The security officer is normally the first connection to
the general public. They are taught to act professionally. General appearance which shows a
favourable image is also included in this lesson.
Basic First Aid
Basic first Aid forms an important part of the security officers’ training.
Supervisors and Senior guard training
All supervisors and senior security officers will undergo training on the following key topics. The
basis of the topics will be those discussions in the basic training course but will include courses on
leadership, report writing and investigations.
1. Roving supervisory patrols
2. Client policies and procedures
3. Incident handling
4. Logging & reporting
5. Client Administrative procedures
6. Leadership principles
7. Criminality
8. First Aid
9. Public Relations
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10. Customer Care
Close/VIP Protection
Our CP services cover both corporate and personal requirements for the short or long terms. With a
team comprising close Protection operatives and security trained drivers. We provide security
cover for escorts, convoys, personal Protection and team assignments
Events Safety and Security
Safezone Protect Ltd has considerable experience in providing a wide range of services to live
music, sports, conferences, exhibitions, political rally coverage/ reconnaissance, and community
events. Security for special events can include access control for perimeter and auditorium, crowd
and vehicle control, explosives sweeps with canine teams and close Protection services. We partner
with you to develop a comprehensive security plan that can include event management, coordination with local agencies and medical personnel, and risky/ event assessments.
Aside from on the day management of the event’s safety and security, we carry out comprehensive
event site surveys/reconnaissance and provide detailed operational planning in emergency and
contingency management, accreditation, mapping & design, crowd movement &control. We deliver
security briefings for local and international event participants, media and visitors as well as for
other members of the stakeholder team. We also carry out post event analysis and make
recommendations for future editions of the events as carried out in our post event security and
security reports.
Consultancy services
Safezone Protect delivers cost effective security consultancy and planning services to the public
and private enterprises whether they are critical assets, corporate entities or residences. Since we
use a holistic approach usually based around D3R - Deter, Detect, Delay and Respond, we are not
constrained geographically and all our security specialists have the knowledge and experience
needed for assessing and reducing risk.
Our consultants will analyse current security then identify physical and operational
recommendations and customized contingency plans.
Our Consultancy services shall be used to:
• Determines vulnerabilities of client physical security measures by conducting threat
assessments, inventories of vulnerable assets and analyzing likely intruder/ adversary
scenarios.
• Physically examine site security plans, systems, procedures and resources in order to report
on the existing and upcoming vulnerabilities leading to recommendations of the measures
needed.
• Advise on or produce comprehensive security plans developing standard operating
procedures and other necessary policies and regulations.
• Run opposing force exercises on critical infrastructure sites.
Dog Section / Dog Handling
• Dogs are the most reliable and consistent factor in the detection of illegal substances and
firearms, and are effective in searches of people, transport and property. We provide
expertly trained dogs and dog team for the detection of explosives and firearms, drugs cash,
tobacco, illegal immigrant, cadaver and hydrocarbons as well as rescue dogs. We therefore
deploy them according to the specific duty to be carried out.
• In addition to deployment, we train private canines and even their handlers at very pocket
friendly prices.
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Real Estate
Safezone Protect expertise in real estate management as well as our ability to quickly deploy
operations such as guards and response makes us natural partner in real estate projects. We have
the capability to advice at the design stage and then can subsequently manage the installation of
security systems as each stage unfolds.
VIDEO SURVEILLANCE SOLUTIONS
The entire global is changing and video surveillance is not just becoming valuable but changing the
entire business operations. One time security through man supervision was just enough, today
business do rely on surveillance solutions which provide critical observation
and evident support with reliability. Inovet systems Ltd our Affiliate Company comes in handy
to provide surveillance solutions through the world best manufacturers of CCTV/Access
control/T&A equipment namely Geo-Vision, Aver-Media and Pro-line UK. All these provide
outstanding quality, leading warranty and technology innovation.
We have ability to install any of the systems through unmatched level of experience and capacity to
meet the demanding market.
ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS
Inovet systems, our affiliate offer 2 types of categories of access control system to cater for specific
segments in the market. These are industrial and small business access control solutions.
INDUSTRIAL
When access control system become more than just control of entries through designated entry
points, we provides systems that can provide recorded data, multi-site connection, central and
computerized system control through LAN/WAN to meet clients requirements. This can be
achieved through proximity card readers, barcode readers, dual card and pin technology, and
Biometric systems. This can also provide live alarm monitoring and crystal reports.
INTRUTION SYSTEMS
When it comes to intrusion, we take no chances since safety has become everyone’s concern. By
combining the most reliable and tested equipment through quality installations, you can be assured
that your premises is secure. Our solutions go beyond ordinary conversional systems to analogue
system with dual technology motion detection devices; outdoor infrared sensors (beam detectors)
guard tour devices, panic and wireless alert solutions.
All our systems are compatible with emergency response services anywhere in the region. This
allows flexible connectivity to any of the best response service providers of our choice. All of our
systems also provides specific report generation and event print outs.
We are happy and comfortable to work with the world best equipment manufacturers including
GeoVision Inc. TEXECOM Ltd UK, Rockonet technical UK, Craw Electronic co. UK among others.
SAFEZONE - CLIENTEL PROFILE
S/N
1.
2.
3.
4
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

CLIENT/ORGANIZATION
Airtel Kenya – Parkside Towers
Airtel Africa - Oval
Oasis Apartments – Athi River
Tawan Plaza - Ngara
JEY Estate Rongai
Lukenya Hills Estate
St. Francis of Assis Secondary School
St. Clare Primary School
Chesaya - Wazee Homes -Kariobangi
Parkside Towers/Tile & Carpet Manufacturers
Mother Kevin - Huruma Children’s Home

CONTACT PERSON
Mr. Brian Makokha
Mr. Gilbert Ngetich
Mr Daniel
Mr. Daniel
Mr. Daniel
Mr. James
Mr Peter Agina
Mr Peter Agina
Mr. Eric
Mr. Moses Migwi
Mr Peter Agina
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CELL PHONE
0734584939
0734005111
0724277223
0724277223
0724277223
0723507842
0720894022
0720894022
0717180218
0733919442
0720894022

